STM topography and manipulation of single Au atoms on Si(100)
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The low-temperature (12 K) adsorption of single Au atoms on Si(100) is studied by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Comparison between experimental and calculated STM topographies as well as density-functional-theory calculations of the adsorption energies enable us to identify two adsorption configurations of Au atoms between Si-dimer rows (BDRs) and on top of Si-dimer rows (TDRs). In both adsorption configurations, the Au atoms are covalently bound to two Si atoms through a partial electron transfer from Si to Au. STM manipulation confirms that the TDR adsorption configuration is metastable, whereas the BDR one is the most stable configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adsorption of gold on silicon surfaces is of upmost interest in a number of applications. For example, gold nanoislands and nanoparticles are extensively used as metal catalysts for the synthesis of one-dimensional nanostructures such as silicon nanowires and carbon nanotubes. Gold covered silicon surfaces also show interesting mesoscopic structures as well as optical properties. Furthermore, the presence of a gold monolayer on silicon has been shown to radically influence the growth process of silicon oxide, iron, and other more complex materials.

In recent years, thin films of Au on Si(100) surface have been investigated at different coverages with different spectroscopic techniques but the description of such Au films is still extremely controversial. The early stages of growth at room temperature have been studied with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and some models of growth have been proposed, but the positions of individual Au atoms on the Si(100) surface are still unknown. A study of the early stage of growth is needed to understand the process of creation of the Au/Si interface. A theoretical study has been carried out, suggesting which adsorption sites within the Si unit cell are the most favorable for an Au atom. However, the usual 2×1 reconstruction of the real Si(100) surface was not considered. Furthermore, recent calculations suggest that the growth process is different if the substrate temperature is below room temperature. Similar temperature dependent adsorption configurations have been observed for the adsorption of biphenyl molecules on Si(100).

In this paper, we investigate experimentally and theoretically the initial stage of Au adsorption on Si(100) at low temperature (12 K). Comparison between experimental and calculated STM topographies as well as density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations of the Au adsorption-energy pathways enable us to unambiguously identify the various adsorption configurations of single Au atoms on Si(100).

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

Experiments are performed in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) apparatus divided into a preparation chamber and a low-temperature STM (LT-STM) chamber. The clean (100) surface of a n-type As-doped silicon sample (resistivity 5 mΩ cm) is prepared as explained elsewhere. During the Au evaporation, the Si substrate is kept at a temperature of about 12 K using a liquid-He cooling system. Gold is evaporated by heating a tungsten filament covered by gold wires and located a few centimeters in front of the Si(100) substrate. The current flowing through the filament during the evaporation is 4 A. To obtain a coverage of 3–4 % (measured as the number of Au atoms per Si dimer) required an evaporation time of 4 min. After the Au deposition, the sample is transferred in UHV into the LT-STM chamber where the sample and the microscope are held at 9 K.

DFT calculations are performed using the plane-wave basis Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) implementing the generalized gradient approximation by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) (Ref. 32) and the projector-augmented-wave potentials (for Au, the 5d and 6s valence states are considered). Using a cutoff kinetic energy of 380 eV and a Γ centered k-point mesh with a separation of 0.02 Å −1, we converge the energy to values <1 meV/f.u. (f.u. = formula unit Si fcc). The structures are fully relaxed until all the forces are below 0.01 eV/Å. We first compute the PBE optimal structure for bulk Si fcc with a predicted lattice constant of 5.47 Å. Next, we compute the properties of a single Au atom deposited on a Si(100) surface using a 6×6 Si(100) supercell. This slab is five layers thick and the Si atoms of the bottom layer are passivated with hydrogen. This Si-H layer is kept fixed during ionic relaxation. The nudged elastic band method is used for identifying the Au reaction-energy path. The constant current STM images are simulated using the Tersoff-Hamman approximation implemented in the BS KAN code. This code uses the real-space single-electron wave functions of the slab computed previously with VASP.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental STM topographies of Au atoms on Si(100)

A typical STM topography of the Si(100) surface after Au atom deposition is shown in Fig. 1. The bright vertical lines
are the silicon-dimer rows of the (2×1) reconstructed Si(100) surface. Several new features appear in the STM topography after Au evaporation. They are visible in Fig. 1 as (i) bright features between silicon-dimer rows (labeled 1 and 3), (ii) bright features located on top of the dimer rows (TDRs) (labeled 2), and (iii) dark features along the silicon-dimer rows. Before Au evaporation, dark features are present on the surface in low quantities (1–2 % of the total number of silicon dimers) due to either missing silicon dimers or the adsorption of water molecules.35 After Au evaporation, the number of dark features increases, possibly due to the adsorption of water molecules desorbed from the gold evaporator or to the adsorption of Au atoms themselves. In the following, we will discuss only the bright features (labeled as 1, 2, and 3) which can be unambiguously assigned to the adsorption of Au atoms.

More detailed STM topographies of these Au-related structures are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The BDR structure is the most frequently observed with a density of 2.5 ± 0.2 % Au atoms/Si dimer. This structure is observed alone (label 1 in Fig. 1) or in pairs (label 2 in Fig. 1). A single BDR structure is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) as imaged with the LT-STM at different surface voltages. The topography in Fig. 2(a) is taken at a surface voltage \( V_s = -2.0 \) V. The Si-dimer rows are visible as vertical bright lines in which individual Si dimers can be seen. This bright spot is assigned to a single Au atom adsorbed between two Si-dimer rows. Along the vertical direction the Au atom is aligned with the Si dimers. In Fig. 2(b), the same structure is imaged at \( V_s = +0.75 \) V. At this surface voltage, the Si atom is imaged as a protrusion between the dimer rows while the Si-dimer rows on either side show a zigzag structure due to the buckling of Si dimers.27 In Fig. 2(b), the Si dimer on the left side of the Au atom appears brighter than the Si dimer located to the right. This asymmetry is due to a difference in the buckling between the two Si dimers.

The less frequently observed TDR structure (label 2 in Fig. 1) is shown in more detail in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for \( V_s = -2 \) V and \( V_s = +2 \) V, respectively. The density of this TDR structure (0.3 ± 0.1 % Au atoms/Si dimer) is ten times smaller than the BDR structure. In Fig. 3, the bright protrusion assigned to the Au atom is located on the Si-dimer row. Here, the dimer row is imaged as a bright line at a negative-bias voltage (−2 V) and as a dark line at positive bias (+2 V).

**B. Calculated adsorption configurations and STM topographies of Au atoms on Si(100)**

The computed adsorption configurations of Au atoms on Si(100) are shown in Fig. 4. After full relaxation, the PBE results (Table I) indicate a global minimum energy (−3.24 eV) when the Au atom is adsorbed between two Si-dimer rows (BDR configuration, Fig. 4). We also find two metastable adsorption configurations when the Au atom is adsorbed on top of a Si-dimer row [TDR(1) and TDR(2), Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively]. In all these three configurations, the Au atom is covalently bonded to two Si atoms through Si(\( \rho \))-Au(d) hybridization. This is in agreement with recent studies of adsorption of Au on Si(111)-(7×7),36 where the authors have shown that Au adsorbs at high coordination sites, thus saturating the maximum number of Si dangling bonds. Since the Au atom is more electronegative than the Si atom, the covalent bonding between Au and Si has some ionic character, resulting in charge transfer from Si to Au. This is shown in Fig. 5 where we plot the charge-
density contour for the BDR and TDR(2) configurations. The charge-density contours are obtained by integrating the density of charge over all the valence electrons of Au$^{5d^{10}6s^1}$ and Si$(3s^23p^2)$.

From results in Table I, the TDR(1) configuration is found to be slightly more stable than the TDR(2) one, although the difference in their adsorption energies is less than 0.1 eV. However, our experimental STM topographies rarely show the asymmetric TDR configuration (less than 1% of the total number of adsorbed atoms). In most cases, the Au atom is observed adsorbed symmetrically on top of a Si dimer as in the TDR(2) configuration (see Fig. 3). It is difficult to assign the rare asymmetric STM topographies that have been observed to the TDR(1) configuration since the observed asymmetry might be due to nearby defects on the surface.

The calculated STM topographies of the BDR and TDR(2) configurations are compared with the experimental STM topographies in Figs. 2(c)–2(e) and 3(c)–3(e), respectively. For both negative (occupied states) and positive (unoccupied) surface voltages, there is a good agreement between the experimental and calculated STM topographies. The asymmetry of the experimental STM topography at $V_s = 0.75$ V [Fig. 2(b)], related to the buckling of the neighboring Si dimers (see part III.1), is well reproduced in the calculated topography [see Fig. 2(d)]. We note that the changes in brightness of the Si-dimer rows when varying the surface voltage are also well reproduced by calculations in Figs. 2 and 3.

### C. Single Au-atom STM manipulation

The observed BDR and TDR(2) adsorption configurations are stable; no changes were seen even after repeated STM topographies under normal scanning conditions (surface voltage between $-2$ and $+2$ V, tunnel current around 70 pA). In order to test further their stability, we attempted to change the adsorption configuration by STM manipulation. After recording the STM topography of an Au atom in the BDR or TDR(2) configuration, the STM tip is placed on top of the center of the Au atom, the feedback loop is switched off, the STM tip is approached toward the surface by 0.1 nm with respect to the imaging conditions ($V_s = -2$ V and $I = 70$ pA).
and a positive surface voltage $V_S = 3$ V is applied for 1 s. During this voltage pulse, the tunnel current is recorded as a function of time as shown in Fig. 6(c). The abrupt change in tunnel current indicates that the Au atom has moved or has changed its adsorption configuration. Afterwards, a new STM topography is recorded to check the position and the configuration of the Au atom.

The STM manipulation of a Au atom initially in the TDR(2) configuration is shown in Fig. 6(a). After manipulation, the Au atom is found in the BDR configuration [Fig. 6(b)]. STM manipulation of an Au atom initially in the BDR configuration always results (30 attempts) in the diffusion of the Au atom across the surface to another BDR site; there is no conversion to the other adsorption configuration. The diffusion is over a distance of one or two intersilicon dimers. The reason why the transformation of the BDR configuration into the TDR(2) one is not observed cannot be understood only from the stability of these two configurations since the binding energies of these two configurations are very similar. This is most probably related to the mechanisms of the electronic excitation induced with the STM tip. Indeed, it is known that molecular reactions having similar activation energies can be very selectively activated by electronic excitation with the STM tip.\(^3^7\)

**IV. CONCLUSION**

We have investigated the adsorption of Au atoms on the Si(100) surface at 12 K using a low-temperature STM. DFT calculations have been performed to calculate the adsorption energies of various adsorption configurations and the energy barriers between configurations. Experimental and calculated STM topographies have been compared to identify the observed adsorption configurations.

The most frequently observed adsorption configuration is the BDR configuration where the Au atom lies between two Si-dimer rows and is bonded to two silicon atoms. This configuration is the most stable one, and it has the minimum computed energy. Under STM manipulation, Au atoms in BDR configuration are found to diffuse to other equivalent BDR sites. The TDR(2) configuration is observed with a much reduced frequency. It consists of a Au atom centered on top of a Si dimer and bonded to the two Si atoms of the dimer. This configuration is calculated to be metastable and can be transformed into the BDR configuration by STM manipulation. In both BDR and TDR(2) configurations, the Au atom is covalently bonded to two Si atoms through Si(p)-Au(d) hybridization. However, the covalent bonding between Au and Si has some ionic character due to electron transfer from Si to Au.

These results demonstrate the feasibility of atomic-scale studies of adsorption of gold on Si(100) surfaces. Further experiments would be necessary to understand the adsorption of gold at other temperatures. In particular, at room temperature or higher temperatures, one might envisage more com-
plex adsorption configurations involving subsurface adsorption. This work also opens interesting perspectives to investigate higher coverages of gold on Si(100) and the subsequent formation of nanostructures (islands, wires).